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EUROPE AGAINST “THE END OF HISTORY”
IN MALCOLM BRADBURY’S NOVEL “DOCTOR CRIMINALE”
The article investigates the European realities of the late twentieth century, the artistic vision of
which is presented in M. Bradbury's novel "Professor Criminal". The questions of chronotope, social,
national and cultural identity of representatives of two different epochies – totalitarian and posttotalitarian Europe – are considered.
Key words: totalitarianism, time-space, travel motif, philosopher, journalist, postmodern
consciousness, deconstruction, ideology, age.
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N. I. Nazarenko, A. V. Hrytsenko
EUROPE AGAINST “THE END OF HISTORY”
IN MALCOLM BRADBURY’S NOVEL “DOCTOR CRIMINALE”
This article explores European realities of the last decade of the twentieth century, which artistic
vision is presented in the novel of M. Bradbury “Doctor Criminale”. The questions of time-space
interrelation, social, national and cultural identity of members of two different eras – totalitarian and
post-totalitarian Europe – are investigated in the article.
A headstrong young journalist goes on the adventure of a lifetime, traveling through Europe to find
the world's most enigmatic philosopher Bazlo Criminale who is considered to be one of Europe's most
legendary living men. A mysterious novelist and thinker known for his extreme elusiveness, the beloved
Criminale is a cultural icon of the highest order. Seeking to find the man behind the myth, a London
television-news station hires Francis Jay, an enterprising young reporter, to find Criminale. From Vienna
to Budapest to the picturesque lakeshores of Italy, Jay journeys across the continent-and even briefly to
Brazil-interviewing the man's biographer, his publisher, and his former lover, all of whom have their own
interests at stake. Through literary award dinners and other examples of “culture as spectacle” Jay must
navigate the chaotic world of post-Cold War Europe as he chases the specter of a literary legend. Francis
Jay is a man of the ’90s. Street-wise but eco-friendly, smart yet charmingly naive, when his journalism
career falls on the rocks he sets out to salvage it by embarking on a quest to write about one of the
greatest philosophers of the modern age for a TV documentary. The myth of Doctor Bazlo Criminale
proves almost impossible to penetrate, but Jay doggedly pursues the doctor from congress to congress,
from woman to woman and from muse to muse: just who is the mysterious Criminale? The narrative
opens in London, flies to Vienna, boards the Salieri Express for Budapest, then chuffs on to Milan, from
where it cruises to a luxurious island on Lake Como, then to Lausanne. A brief interlude on Lake Geneva
is followed by a long jaunt to Buenos Aires. A climax is reached in Brussels, “the heart of a new
Europe”. An epilogue follows in ‘Schlossburg’, Southern Germany, site of one of the four conferences
that feature in the novel. On the basis of socio-cultural situation in Hungary, Austria, UK M. Bradbury
shows changes in ideology, social and political system, political and cultural landmarks. Generally
characters in the novel can be described as dramatic, self-reflexive and self-ironical, who are also
perplexed in the situation of the end of the century and consequently the millennium. At the end of the
novel Francis, who admired prominent intellectual at the beginning of his investigation, freed from the
influence of the charismatic philosopher, correlating him with the previous totalitarian era, and himself with new era of united Europe, which has just begun.
Key words: totalitarianism, time-space, travel motif, philosopher, journalist, postmodern
consciousness, deconstruction, ideology, age.
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